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ABSTRACT
The crystal structure of the duplex formed by
oligo(2’,3’-dideoxy-b-D-glucopyranosyl)nucleotides
(homo-DNA) revealed strongly inclined backbone
and base-pair axes [Egli,M., Pallan,P.S.,
Pattanayek,R., Wilds,C.J., Lubini,P., Minasov,G.,
Dobler,M., Leumann,C.J. and Eschenmoser,A.
(2006) Crystal structure of homo-DNA and nature’s
choice of pentose over hexose in the genetic
system. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 128, 10847–10856].
This inclination is easily perceived because homo-
DNA exhibits only a modest helical twist.
Conversely, the tight coiling of strands conceals
that the backbone-base inclinations for A- (DNA and
RNA) and B-form (DNA) duplexes differ consider-
ably. We have defined a parameter gB that corre-
sponds to the local inclination between
sugar-phosphate backbone and base plane in
nucleic acid strands. Here, we show its biological
significance as a predictive measure for the relative
strand polarities (antiparallel, aps, or parallel, ps)i n
duplexes of DNA, RNA and artificial nucleic acid
pairing systems. The potential of formation of ps
duplexes between complementary 16-mers with
eight A and U(T) residues each was investigated
with DNA, RNA, 2’-O-methylated RNA, homo-DNA
and p-RNA, the ribopyranosyl isomer of RNA.
The thermodynamic stabilities of the corresponding
aps duplexes were also measured. As shown
previously, DNA is capable of forming both ps and
aps duplexes. However, all other tested systems are
unable to form stable ps duplexes with reverse
Watson–Crick (rWC) base pairs. This observation
illustrates the handicap encountered by nucleic acid
systems with inclinations gB that differ significantly
from 08 to form a ps rWC paired duplex. Accordingly,
RNA with a backbone-base inclination of  30u, pairs
strictly in an aps fashion. On the other hand,
the more or less perpendicular orientation of back-
bone and bases in DNA allows it to adopt a ps rWC
paired duplex. In addition to providing a rationaliza-
tion of relative strand polarity with nucleic acids,
the backbone-base inclination parameter is also a
determinant of cross-pairing. Thus, systems with
strongly deviating gB angles will not pair with each
other. Nucleic acid pairing systems with significant
backbone-base inclinations can also be expected to
display different stabilities depending on which
terminus carries unpaired nucleotides. The negative
inclination of RNA is consistent with the higher
stability of duplexes with 3’- compared to those with
5’-dangling ends.
INTRODUCTION
Establishing the relative orientation of the helix axis
and the dyad that relates the sugar-phosphate portions of
the two strands was a key step on the way to a model
for the structure of the DNA double helix (1). X-ray
diﬀraction photographs of crystalline sodium thymo-
nucleate ﬁbers indicated a dyad perpendicular to the
ﬁber axis (2) and, accordingly, the two chains of the
double helix run in opposite directions. Many years later,
DNA duplexes with parallel orientation of strands were
proposed (3) and later shown to exist for sequences
containing exclusively A and T residues (4,5). The parallel-
stranded (ps) duplex is destabilized by about 18C( TM)
per base pair relative to the antiparallel-stranded (aps)
duplex (6) and is destabilized more strongly by
the incorporation of G–C base pairs (7). The hydrogen-
bonding structure in ps duplex DNA was established as
being of the reverse Watson–Crick (rWC) type (8).
Although the structure of the ps AT-rich double helix
has been studied to some extent (9), its biological role
remains unknown. Several other structure determinations
have provided experimental evidence for double-stranded
nucleic acid molecules with parallel orientation of strands
and rWC base pairing. These include 50-CGA containing
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cytosine and guanine–isocytosine base pairs (11) and the
tetrameric C-rich i-motif featuring two self-intercalated ps
duplexes (12–15). In the present article, we will use
the term rWC to refer to base pairs with a trans
orientation of glycosidic bonds irrespective of whether
they are purine–purine, pyrimidine–pyrimidine or pyrimi-
dine–purine pairs.
Experimental investigations of artiﬁcial oligonucleotide
pairing systems have focused on the pairing properties
of a -D-20,30-dideoxyglucopyranosyl (60!40)-linked
oligonucleotide analog of DNA (homo-DNA) (16–23),
and a -D-ribopyranosyl (40!20)-linked oligonucleotide
analog of RNA (p-RNA) (24–26), among others (27)
(Figure 1). These studies revealed that homo-DNA
constitutes an autonomous pairing system in the sense
that homo-DNA oligonucleotides do not pair with any
other complementary nucleic acid system. Further, the
pairing rules for the four natural bases in the homo-DNA
series are not the same as in DNA, suggesting that
the WC base pairing rules are a consequence of the
base properties as well as of the furanose rings in the
DNA backbone. Homo-DNA exhibits WC purine–
pyrimidine pairing that is systematically stronger than
the corresponding pairings in DNA, and, unlike DNA,
features a reverse-Hoogsteen type purine–purine pairing
(18,19). This latter property is not shared by p-RNA that
in turn shows stronger adenine–uracil pairing than
corresponding RNA duplexes (24). Based on qualitative
conformational analyses (16,24) and experimental
evidence from solution NMR spectroscopy (20,26), both
homo-DNA and p-RNA duplexes were expected to
adopt more linear structures, lacking the typical twist
observed with DNA and RNA duplexes. The recent
crystal structure of a homo-DNA octamer duplex
revealed an average twist of  158 for the right-handed
duplex (28). Interestingly, the existence of non-helical
or N-form duplexes was also suggested for DNA [(29)
and literature cited therein]. The energy of such computer-
generated and energy-minimized linear dG12–dC12 models
exceeded those based on crystallographically determined
right- and left-handed duplex forms by 3.5–6.6kcal/mol
per nucleotide. Three of the ﬁve backbone torsion angles
that were varied (d angles were kept near a C30-endo
conformation, typical for A-form duplexes) were close to
those adopted by the GpC step in left-handed Z-DNA.
This is in accordance with the low twist value of around
 108 displayed by purine–pyrimidine steps in Z-DNA.
The most notable diﬀerence from the standard A- and B-
DNA backbone torsion angles in the linear models was
found for angle b which is found in either a synclinal+or
a synclinal  conformation, but is strictly antiperiplanar in
all crystal structures of A- and B-DNA duplexes and
drug–DNA complexes. It was speculated that, although
less stable than the helical forms of DNA, such linear
DNA structures might be associated with regulatory
regions of active genes (29).
DNA structures are commonly characterized with
several geometrical parameters, such as helical rise and
twist, inclination, displacement, roll, propeller twist,
sugar pucker, backbone and glycosidic torsion angles,
groove widths, helical bend, etc. (30). Thus, A-DNA, the
low-humidity form, displays the typical tilting of
base pairs as a result of the contraction of the duplex
along the helix axis at lower levels of hydration, while
the base pairs in the B-DNA duplex are oriented more or
less normal to the helix axis. Typically, the extracted
rotational and translational parameters involve the
two bases of a base pair (e.g. propeller twist and shear)
or two successive base pairs (e.g. twist and rise) (31). In
any case, the relative orientations of base pairs depend
on the choice of a local or global helix axis. In general,
the deﬁned parameters allow one to classify a right-
handed double-helical nucleic acid fragment as either an
A-, or a B-type. Occasionally, duplexes may reveal
geometrical features that are distinct from either canonical
A-DNA or B-DNA. Thus, a particular DNA conforma-
tion with an enlarged major groove, found in a series of
crystal structures of protein–DNA complexes, has
prompted the classiﬁcation of duplexes based on the
spatial relationship of the base pairs, the phosphate
backbone and the helix axis (32). Unlike in the native
right-handed duplexes with helical intertwined
strands, the relative orientations of backbone and
bases can be readily discerned in linear (20,29,33) or
strongly unwound duplexes (28,34). The considerable
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Figure 1. Constitution and conﬁguration of native and artiﬁcial nucleic
acid pairing systems. (A) b-D-20,30-dideoxyglucopyranosyl (60!40)-
linked oligonucleotides (homo-DNA), (B) DNA, (C) b-D-ribopyranosyl
(40!20)-linked oligonucleotides (p-RNA) and (D) RNA.
6612 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 19backbone-base inclination in structural models of non-
helical duplex DNA has been noted (29,35–37), but to
the best of our knowledge, nobody has ever deﬁned
a parameter that would provide a measure for the
backbone-base inclination in either the canonical aps
A-DNA/A-RNA and B-DNA duplexes or model duplexes
in general.
The orientation of a base pair relative to either a local
or overall helix axis is described by the inclination angle 
(referred to as tilt angle earlier on) (31). In duplexes of
the A-type,  is usually between 10 and 208 and it is
around 08 for B-type duplexes (38). With reference to
this base pair-helix axis inclination angle Z, we have
deﬁned an angle B (backbone) that measures the
inclination between the sugar-phosphate backbone and
single bases or base pairs in a double-stranded oligonu-
cleotide. Evidently, the corresponding inclinations in
single- or multiple-stranded arrangements can also be
assessed. We have calculated the backbone-base pair
inclinations in various duplex types formed by DNA,
RNA, homo-DNA and p-RNA, as well as in triple- and
four-stranded motifs. This analysis reveals that A- and
B-form duplexes display fundamentally diﬀerent
degrees of backbone-base inclinations. Based on UV-
melting experiments, we have found that while DNAs
containing only A and T bases form stable ps rWC base-
paired duplexes, RNA, homo-DNA and p-RNA do not.
The underlying cause for the distinct tendencies of
DNA and RNA to adopt ps duplexes with rWC pairing
resides in their diﬀerent backbone-base inclinations.
The loss of hydrogen-bonding stabilization for a general
sequence containing all four bases when switching from a
WC to an rWC pairing mode (3 versus 2 hydrogen bonds,
respectively, in a G–C base pair) and the limited
conformational ﬂexibility yielded by the ps duplex
(which is only accessible when the bases are oriented in
a more or less normal way to the backbone) are the
chemical physical origins of the preference for an aps
orientation of strands in the DNA double helix.
Conversely, in the case of RNA and the more linear
pyranose-based oligonucleotide systems, the formation of
ps rWC paired duplexes can be excluded solely on the
grounds of their intrinsic strong backbone-base inclina-
tions. Here, we describe the computation of the ZB
inclination angle for various pairing motifs formed by
native and artiﬁcial nucleic acid systems and highlight its
importance as a fundamental determinant of nucleic acids
self- and cross-pairing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Calculation of thebackbone-base inclination angle gB
For the computation of the inclination angle B between
a base pair and the backbone of a nucleic acid system,
the following algorithm was used (see Figure 2). First a
BSpline curve (red) based on the coordinates of the
nucleotide phosphorus atoms (orange dots) was
calculated for each single strand independently (39). The
positive direction was chosen as the one pointing
from the 50-terminus toward the 30-terminus. Next, the
best plane a through the atoms of a particular base pair
(white) as well as the pair’s center of mass was calculated
and the point where the BSpline curve penetrates a was
determined (blue dot on red curve). This allows the
deﬁnition of a second plane b (cyan) that is perpendicular
to a, contains both points calculated above, the center
of gravity and the point of penetration, and of course
the normal to a through the center of gravity of the
base pair (brown vector, pointing in the direction of
the 30-terminus). The inclination angle B is deﬁned as the
angle between the vector normal to a and the projection
(dotted line in yellow) on b of the tangent (green vector,
pointing in the direction of the 30-terminus) to the
BSpline curve at the point where the latter penetrates a.
B is positive if the scalar product between the projected
tangent vector (deﬁned by the two blue dots in a 50!30
direction) and the vector from the BSpline/a point of
penetration to the center of mass is negative. In Figure 2
(left panels), B is equal to the angle between the brown
(normal) vector and the blue (local backbone direction)
vector and therefore corresponds to ca.  408 for A-DNA
and ca. 08 for B-DNA.
Fifty-four diﬀerent DNA duplexes with lengths between
8 and 12 base pairs with standard Watson–Crick base
pairing, whose structures were determined by single
crystal X-ray diﬀraction methods to resolutions between
1.3 and 2.8A ˚ , were retrieved from the NDB database
[(40), http://ndbserver.rutgers.edu] and the inclination
angles B for individual base pairs were calculated
following the procedure described above. The B angles
of terminal base pairs were not included in the analysis as
their geometries are often aﬀected by considerable
conformational freedom. The following A- and B-DNA
crystal structures (NDB entry codes) were used to generate
the histograms depicted in Figure 3 (duplexes adopting
exact 2-fold crystallographic symmetry are designated
with an asterisk; DNA–RNA chimeric A-form duplexes
are designated with a superscript c): ADH006, ADH007,
ADH008
 , ADH010, ADH012
 , ADH014
 , ADH018,
ADH019, ADH020
 , ADH023
 , ADH027
 , ADH031,
ADH038
 , ADH054, ADH059, ADI009, ADJ022
 ,
ADJ049, ADJ050, ADJ051
 , ADL025, ADL045
 ,
ADL046
 , AHJ015
c, AHJ040
c, AHJ043
c, AHJ044
c,
AHJ052
c, AHJS55
c, BDJ008
 , BDJ025, BDJ031,
BDJ036, BDJ039, BDJ051, BDJ052, BDJ055, BDJB43,
BDJB44
 , BDJB48, BDJB50, BDL002, BDL006, BDL007,
BDL009, BDL011, BDL012, BDL014, BDL015, BDL021,
BDL022, BDL028, BDL042 and BDL047.
Inclination angles listed in Table 1 for two-, three- and
four-stranded nucleic acid molecules as well as artiﬁcial
pairing systems were also calculated using the BSpline
approach.
Oligonucleotide syntheses and purification
DNA and 20-O-methylated RNA 16-mer oligonucleotides
were purchased from Microsynth Ltd., Balgach,
Switzerland. The corresponding homo-DNA, pRNA
and RNA oligonucleotides were synthesized according
to described procedures (17,24). Fully deprotected
oligonucleotides were puriﬁed with RP-HPLC
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 19 6613(buﬀer A: 100mM Et3NHOAc in H2O, buﬀer B: 100mM
Et3NHOAc in mixtures of H2O/CH3CN of various ratios).
Following desalting on Sep-Pak columns, oligonucleotide-
containing fractions were combined and evaporated to
dryness. All 16-mers were characterized by analytical
HPLC and MALDI-TOF MS and were  95% pure.
UV MELTING TEMPERATURE (TM)
MEASUREMENTS
The concentrations of 1:1 mixtures of strands were
adjusted to ca. 1.0mM (duplex) and the buﬀer was
150mM NaCl, 10mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.0). UV-melting
curves for mixtures and single strands alone were
recorded on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 2 Spectrometer,
equipped with a Perkin Elmer Digital Controller/
Temperature Programmer C570. The temperature was
varied between 48C and 958C (measured directly in
the sample solution) with a temperature gradient of
 0.88C/min. The hyperchromicities and hypochromicities
were measured at 250, 260, 270 and 280nm during
two heating cycles and one cooling cycle, respectively.
All curves were analyzed with the program Kaleidagraph
(version 3.0 for MacIntosh).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Backbone-base pair inclination in standardnucleic acid
duplexes
Analogous to the calculation of the inclination angle Z
between a base or base-pair plane and the helix axis, where
the actual value depends on the deﬁnition of the latter
(31), inclination angles B depend on how the course of the
sugar-phosphate backbone is being traced. A simple way
to follow a nucleic acid backbone is by connecting
successive phosphorus atoms along a strand. Similarly,
the C10 sugar atoms can serve as reference points.
A somewhat more sophisticated approach is based on
the calculation of a so-called BSpline curve (39) that
smoothly traces either the phosphorus or the 10-carbon
positions. The BSpline approach using P atoms is
illustrated in Figure 2. Details concerning the computa-
tion of the backbone-base pair inclination angle B are
given in the Experimental section.
We selected 54 crystal structures of A- and B-DNA
duplexes from the Nucleic Acid Database (40)
(see Experimental section for entry codes) and calculated
the B angles of individual base pairs for both strands
using all four of the above methods to deﬁne the
α
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Figure 2. Deﬁnition of the backbone-base pair inclination angle. The relative orientations of a base pair (A–T, white) and the BSpline backbone
curve (red) as deﬁned by the phosphorus atoms (orange dots) for (A) A-DNA and (B) B-DNA. The three images each depict projections along the
base pair and roughly normal to the WC hydrogen bonds (left), along the normal (brown) to the best plane through the base pair (center), and
roughly along the long axis of the base pair (right). For further details see the description of the calculation of the backbone-base inclination angle
B in the experimental procedures.
6614 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 19direction of the backbone (P Bspline, Pn!Pn+1 vectors,
C10 Bspline, C10
n!C10
n+1 vectors). Histograms summar-
izing the results of the analysis are depicted in Figure 3.
Apart from the results based on C10!C10 vectors for
deﬁning the backbone (Figure 3D), the histograms nicely
demonstrate the diﬀerent backbone-base inclinations in
A-DNA and B-DNA (see also Figure 2). Almost complete
separation of the angle regions covered by the two duplex
types is observed when deﬁning the backbone simply as a
series of straight lines connecting the phosphorous atoms
of a strand (Figure 3B). However, the angle values based
on the other backbone deﬁnition methods reveal
similar tendencies concerning the inclination in the
duplexes. In the further course of the discussion, we will
thus only consider the angle values calculated using a
BSpline curve through the phosphorus atoms.
The analysis reveals a clear diﬀerence between the
backbone-base pair inclinations in A-DNA and B-DNA
duplexes. Although B-DNA duplexes display a rather
wide range of inclinations, the majority of base pairs in
this duplex type exhibit inclinations between  158 and
+158 with a mean value near 08. Not only are the base
pairs roughly perpendicular to the helix axis in B-type
duplexes, but the same consequently holds true also for
the relative orientation between base pairs and backbone.
In A-DNA duplexes, the inclination angle distribution is
somewhat narrower compared with the B-form, with an
average of around  328. This is consistent with the more
uniform character of A-DNA and the general geometrical
and topological similarities between the crystal structures
of A-DNA duplexes [(41) and references cited therein].
Base pairs in A-DNA are therefore inclined with regard to
both, the backbone and the helix axis. However, the
two inclination types diﬀer signiﬁcantly for A-form DNAs
and therefore also for RNA duplexes: inclination angles Z
between base pairs and helical axis are positive and
A  B 
C D
Figure 3. Backbone-base pair inclinations in A-DNA (red) and B-DNA (green) duplexes. The deﬁnition of the backbone direction aﬀects
the backbone-base pair inclination angle B:( A) calculating a BSpline curve through P atoms; (B) vectors connecting P atoms from adjacent residues
along the strand; (C) calculating a BSpline curve through C10 atoms and (D) vectors connecting C10 atoms from adjacent residues along the
strand. The average inclinations and SDs for A- and B-form duplexes are given above the histograms. The tighter distribution of inclination
angles with A-form duplexes is apparent in all panels and is not a consequence of the diﬀerent numbers of observations included in the analysis
(29A-DNA structures and 25 B-DNA structures; see the Materials and Methods section), but is likely a manifestation of the more limited
conformational ﬂexibility of A-DNA relative to B-DNA. Although the graphs represent a compilation of individual base pairs in many duplex
structures, the average backbone-base inclination angle based on a single structure is typically of suﬃcient predictive value for a particular duplex
family or class of nucleic acids.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 19 6615Table 1. Average backbone-base pair inclinations B in non-standard nucleic acid structures, involving parallel (ps) and antiparallel (aps) orientation of strands and various base pairing modes
1
Sequence and synopsis NDB code Reference Base pair Pairing mode Strand polarity B (s) Strand 1 B (s) Strand 2
d(CCCC) self-intercalated
i-motif paired via C C
+
base pairs
UDD024 (13) C1–C5 to C4–C8 rWC ps +0.98 (4.18) +1.88 (2.08)
C9–C13 to C12–C16 rWC ps +2.78 (0.18) +0.68 (2.58)
d(CGATCG) ps duplex at
low pH with homo
base pairing
supporting information
(NMR solution structure)
(10) G2–G8 to C5–C11 (PSte model
2)r W C ps  1.58 (12.88)  1.58 (12.88)
G2–G8 to C5–C11 (PSts model
2)r W C ps  0.48 (13.18)  0.48 (13.18)
d(CGCGCG)
3 left-handed
Z-DNA duplex
ZDF035 (45) G2–C11 to C5–G8 WC aps +20.88 (8.98) +20.58 (10.38)
d(ATATAT) duplex with
Hoogsteen pairs only
UD0035 (46) T2–A11 to A5–T8 Hoogsteen aps  7.38 (6.08)  6.08 (5.18)
r(GACACCUGAUUC)/
d(GAATCAGGTGTC) RNA–DNA
hybrid bound to RNase H
PH0016 (47) rA2–dT11 to rU10–dA3 WC aps  25.28 (5.68)  33.28 (9.08)
dd(CGAATTCG) homo-DNA
duplex
UD0070 (28) G2–C15 to C7–G10 WC aps +34.38 (10.98) +35.58 (10.88)
pr(CGAATTCG) pyranosyl-
RNA duplex
– (NMR solution structure) (26) G2–C15 to C7–G10 WC aps  46.28 (3.88)  46.28 (4.28)
d(TGGGGT) parallel-stranded
tetraplex with four G-quartets
UDF036 (48) G2–G12 to G5–G15 Hoogsteen
(adjacent strands)
ps +19.48 (11.78)  20.68 (3.08)
G2–G32 to G5–G35 Hoogsteen (diagonally
related strands)
ps  31.68 (9.58) +26.18 (11.68)
d(GGGG
BrUTTTGGGG)
antiparallel-stranded
tetraplex with four
G-quartets
UD0013 (49) G1001–G2009 to G1004–G2012 Hoogsteen
(adjacent strands)
aps +17.08 (8.18) +29.78 (7.28)
G1001–G1012 to G1004–G1009 Hoogsteen (diagonally
related strands)
aps +0.58 (8.48) +2.28 (7.48)
p(CGTACG)
4 peptide nucleic
acid duplex
UPNA56 (50) G2–C12 to C5–G9 WC aps  35.58 (1.68)  32.88 (1.58)
d(TCCTCCTTTTTTAGGA
GGATTTTTTGGTGGT)
intramol. Pu-Pu–Py type
triplex with G–G–C and
T–A–T triples (T loops underlnd.)
Protein Data Bank
entry 134D
(52) C2–G13 to C6–G9 WC aps  25.58 (8.98)  22.68 (4.48)
(NMR solution structure) G9–G20 to G13–G16 Hoogsteen and reverse
Hoogsteen
aps (Pu) ps (Py) +10.68 (12.58) +24.18 (9.38)
1Using a Bspline curve for the phosphate backbone.
2Parallel Stranded extended model [PSte; rWC like, symmetrical type I (A), type III (G) homo-purine and type XII (T), type XIV (C) homo-pyrimidine pairing] and Parallel Stranded short model
[PSts; symmetrical type II (A), type IV (G) homo-purine and type XIII (T), type XV (C) homo-pyrimidine pairing] (30).
3Deﬁning the backbone by P!P vectors may be superior to the BSpline approach due to the zigzag shape of the Z-backbone.
4Right-handed conformation of the PNA duplex; BSpline curve through C50 atoms.
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9can amount to 208; inclination angles B between base
pairs and backbone are negative and can reach  508
(Figure 3A). These diﬀerences are a consequence of the
underlying topological properties of a duplex as illustrated
by similar values for  and B inclinations in B-DNA in
contrast to A-DNA, where helix axis and backbone
directions diverge to a signiﬁcant degree.
It also appears that B is sensitive to conformational
variations within the A-form duplex family. Thus, the
average inclination in the crystal structure of an A0-DNA
with sequence d(CCCCGGGG) [(42), NDB code
ADH012 (40)] is  35.48 6.68, whereas it is
 40.28 6.38 and  40.98 3.48 (two numbers in cases
where the strands are not related by a crystallographic
dyad) in the rhombohedral crystal form of the A-RNA
with identical sequence r(CCCCGGGG) [(43), ARH064].
These two structures diﬀer considerably in their geome-
tries. The bases are notably less inclined relative to the
helix axis in the DNA duplex, its average rise is 0.6A ˚
larger than in the RNA, and its major groove is twice as
wide as the one of the RNA (43). However, other A-DNA
duplexes have quite similar base pair-backbone
inclinations compared with d(CCCCGGGG). For exam-
ple, the average values for B are  34.18 7.98
and  34.28 7.28 in strands 1 and 2, respectively, in
the crystal structure of a typical A-DNA with sequence
d(CCCCCGCGGGGG) [(44), ADL025]. Also, a variety
of other A-RNA duplexes (AHIB53, ARL048, ARN035)
show B inclinations with average values of ca.  308,
closer to those of the above A- and A0-DNAs than to the
one found for the r(CCCCGGGG) A-RNA.
Homo-DNA and p-RNAhave strongly inclined backbones
Three-dimensional structures determined for self-
complementary homo-DNA [X-ray crystallography (28)]
and p-RNA [solution NMR (26)] oligonucleotides
with the sequence CGAATTCG revealed duplexes with
strongly inclined backbones in both cases. However,
the inclinations are of the opposite sign (Figure 4,
Table 1), positive for homo-DNA and negative for
p-RNA. Homo-DNA adopts a right-handed conforma-
tion with an average twist angle between adjacent
base pairs of ca. 158, although the individual twist
angles vary greatly. For example, base pairs at the central
ApT step show virtually no twisting (Figure 4A).
The average backbone inclination angle is about +358.
By contrast, the average backbone inclination in p-RNA
is  468. The p-RNA duplex is quasi-linear with a slight
left-handed twist. Although the relative strand orientation
in both duplexes is antiparallel and the bases are paired
in the WC mode, the prevalence of inter-strand
stacking that is a direct consequence of the strongly
inclined backbones distinguishes these hexopyranosyl
duplexes from those formed by DNA and RNA.
Whereas homo-DNA was shown to engage in purine–
purine self-pairing via the reverse-Hoogsteen mode (19)
(consistent with the ability of the 20,30-dideoxy--
D-glucopyranosyl-phosphate backbone to twist), the
absence of self-pairing involving the Hoogsteen or
reverse-Hoogsteen modes in the p-RNA series is
noteworthy (25). This observation indicates that p-RNA
is more linear and more rigid than homo-DNA.
Interestingly, in view of the strong negative backbone-
base inclinations exhibited by both RNA (A-form,
Figure 3) and p-RNA (Figure 4B), there is no cross-
pairing between the two (27).
Backbone-base inclination in alternative DNA
structuresand PNA
Backbone-base pair inclination angles for alternative
structures adopted by DNA or RNA and for a variety
of nucleic acid analogs are listed in Table 1. From the
two examples of ps duplexes (the i-motif adopted by
C-rich strands is composed of two interspersed ps
duplexes) with rWC pairing that were analyzed, we can
conclude that molecular dyad and helix axis coincide in
such structures. This makes a drastic deviation from a
perpendicular orientation between backbone and base
pairs impossible. Every double-helical arrangement with a
dyad along the helical axis is inevitably more
restricted conformationally compared with aps duplexes
in which local dyads are normal to the helix axis
A
B
Figure 4. The strictly antiparallel pairing mode of homo-DNA and
p-RNA is the result of highly inclined backbone and base-pair axes.
The central ApT base-pair steps in the structures of the (A) homo-
DNA (28) and (B) p-RNA (26) octamer duplexes with sequence
CGAATTCG. The views are into the major groove and illustrate
the strong, positive and negative backbone-base pair inclinations in
homo-DNA and p-RNA, respectively, as well as the dominance of
cross-strand stacking. In both cases, the quasi-linear local geometry of
the backbone renders the directions of backbone and helix axis nearly
parallel.
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Hence, aps DNA duplexes display a range of inclinations
(Figure 3) and the left-handed Z-DNA (45) diﬀers
from both right-handed duplex families also because of
its strongly positive values for B (Table 1). Further,
the data presented reveal that an aps DNA duplex with
Hoogsteen-type pairing resembles B-form DNA not
only in terms of diameter and groove topology (46) but
it also exhibits a similar backbone inclination.
The DNA and RNA strands in a DNA–RNA
hybrid duplex bound to RNase H have distinct sugar
conformations [Southern, i.e. C20-endo, and Northern,
i.e. C30-endo, respectively (47)]. Nevertheless, the duplex is
best not thought of as composed of a B-DNA strand
paired to an A-RNA strand as the inclination angles of
the two are rather similar. Thus, the DNA strand appears
to adapt to the conformational constraints of the RNA
complement, and apparently does so by retaining sugar
puckers that are typically associated with B-DNA.
Analysis of the sugar puckers in a DNA strand alone
is therefore not a suﬃcient means to classify its
conformation in terms of the A- and B-form types. On
the other hand, the backbone-base inclination angle may
provide a more meaningful conformational gauge.
Formationofthree-andfour-strandedDNAmotifswith
ps orientation of strands and Hoogsteen-type base pairing
does not limit the inclination angle range to a similar extent
as found above for the duplexes with rWC pairing.
The backbone-base pair inclinations in the ps G-rich
tetraplex (48) vary between  328 and +268 (Table 1).
Moreover, the ps- and aps-stranded G-tetraplexes (49)
exhibit diﬀerent inclination angle patterns and in the latter,
Hoogsteen-paired strands have inclinations that are
strongly positive (178 308, Table 1).
In the so-called P-helix formed by double-stranded
peptide nucleic acids [PNA (50)], backbone and base
pairs form an angle of ca.  358. To calculate the
inclination angle in PNA, we treated the C50 carbons as
phosphorus atoms. Despite a slower writhe compared
with RNA (PNA can be either right- or left-handed),
PNA’s inclination is thus similar to that of duplex-RNA.
PNA forms stable aps duplexes with both RNA and
DNA under formation of WC base pairs. This can be
taken as an indication that pairing of two strands (that
are either of the same chemical type or represent diﬀerent
chemistries) requires their backbone-base inclinations to
be similar. It should be noted that backbone-base
inclination alone is insuﬃcient to predict cross-pairing
and that helicality (degree of twisting and helix sense)
also need to be taken into account. Thus, homo-DNA,
Z-DNA and (left-handed) PNA all exhibit positive back-
bone inclinations, but the right-handed homo-DNA
strand cannot pair with either left-handed DNA or
PNA. In DNA–PNA hybrids (51) and in the above
DNA–RNA hybrids, the DNA strand adapts to the
geometry of the partner strand and not vice versa. DNA’s
conformational versatility is further demonstrated by
the fact that a model of the homo-DNA crystal structure
composed entirely of 20-deoxyribonucleotides could be
reﬁned to an R-factor of 34% (28).
Probing the existence of psrWC paired RNA,p-RNA
and Homo-DNA duplexes
DNA forms stable ps duplexes with rWC pairing (4–8).
In order to examine whether RNA (and 20-O-methylated
RNA, 20-OMe-RNA), homo-DNA and p-RNA also
exist in this form, we conducted a series of UV-melting
experiments, assessing the stabilities of both the standard
aps duplexes between a 16-mer sense strand and
its antiparallel complement, as well as those of the
putative duplexes between the same sense strand and its
parallel complement. The sequence of the sense strand
50-TTTTAAATATAATAAT (U replaces T in the RNA
and 20-OMe-RNA strands)—was designed so as to avoid
self-aggregation, hairpin formation or duplex formation
through slippage as much as possible. We did not
incorporate any G or C bases in order to guarantee
maximum stability of possible ps rWC base-paired
duplexes. Methylation of the 20-OH group of RNA
results in a considerable stabilization of standard aps
DNA–RNA (53, 54) and RNA duplexes (55) (ca. 18C/per
substitution). We speculated that an eventual ps duplex
formation would also be more favorable for 20-OMe-RNA
relative to RNA. Therefore, we used the 20-OMe-RNA
oligonucleotides in order not to potentially overlook
the existence of ps rWC paired RNA due to the low
stability of the duplex. This is based on the assumption
that RNA and 20-OMe-RNA are alike with regard to
their pairing properties and propensities for formation
of alternative (ps, non-WC base-paired) double-helical
structures. Individual sequences and (where measurable)
Tm values of the investigated double-stranded arrange-
ments with equal and opposite strand polarities are
listed in Table 2. Corresponding UV-melting curves for
DNA and RNA are depicted in Figure 5, and Figure 6
shows the experimental data for homo-DNA and p-RNA.
Table 2. Tm values in 8C for duplexes with antiparallel and parallel orientations of strands
System Linkage x- TTT TAA ATA TAA TAA T - y x- TTT TAA ATA TAA TAA T -y
y- AAA ATT TAT ATT ATT A - x x- AAA ATT TAT ATT ATT A -y
DNA x=50 !y=3 0 28.5 16.5
homo-DNA x=60 !y=4 0 67.0 —
pRNA x=40 !y=2 0 60.0 —
x- UUU UAA AUA UAA UAA U - y x- UUU UAA AUA UAA UAA U -y
y- AAA AUU UAU AUU AUU A - x x- AAA AUU UAU AUU AUU A -y
RNA x=50 !y=3 0 28.4 —
20-OMe-RNA x=50 !y=3 0 39.8 —
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Figure 5. Thermodynamic stabilities of DNA and RNA duplexes with antiparallel and parallel orientation of strands. UV-melting curves for 1:1
mixtures of (A) DNA and (B) RNA 16-mers with opposite (top) and equal (center) strand polarities. Bottom panels show melting proﬁles for single
strands that constitute the parallel-stranded arrangements: 50-TTT TAA ATA TAA TAA T-30 (DNA, solid lines); 50-AAA ATT TAT ATT ATT A-30
(DNA, crosses); 50-r(UUU UAA AUA UAA UAA U)-30 (RNA, solid lines); 50-r(AAA AUU UAU AUU AUU A)-30 (RNA, crosses). The apparent
melting proﬁle of the RNA duplex with ps-orientation of strands is the result of the temperature-dependent hyperchromicities of the constituting
single strands. For the corresponding UV-melting diagrams with 20-OMe-RNA, see the Supplementary Data.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 19 6619In each case, the temperature-dependent hyperchromici-
ties were also measured for the three single strands
separately (shown in Figure 5 for DNA and RNA).
The recorded data did not indicate any anomalous
behavior as far as secondary structure formation is
concerned.
From the combined UV-melting studies, the following
picture emerges. As shown previously, DNA strands
containing only or mostly A and T bases can
form stable ps duplexes with rWC pairing. In the case
of the 16-mer DNA sequence we used, the stability of
the ps-duplex is reduced by ca. 128C relative to the aps
duplex, or ca. 0.88C per base pair. However, for RNA,
20-OMe-RNA, p-RNA and homo-DNA formation of a ps
duplex was not observed. In light of the characteristic
backbone-base pair inclinations associated with each of
the three oligonucleotide types, we may conclude that a
substantial inclination will prevent self-pairing of single
strands and formation of a ps duplex with rWC base pairs,
irrespective of the tendencies of such strands to coil.
However, we do not exclude the possibility of formation
of a ps rWC paired duplex between a DNA and an
RNA strand. Indeed, evidence for the existence of such
a duplex has been provided for a DNA dodecamer
with incorporated isoguanosine and 5-methylisocytidine
residues that pair with C and G, respectively, from the
complementary RNA via three hydrogen bonds (56).
DNA and RNA can also self-pair and cross-pair by
adopting a ps duplex with Hoogsteen base pairs,
as inclination is not as restrictive in this case
(see Table 1, triplex entry). Such duplexes are constituents
of stable triple-stranded structures of variable DNA and
RNA compositions (57, 58). However, not all combina-
tions of DNA and RNA strands may exist: a DNA purine
strand can pair with an RNA or a DNA pyrimidine
complementary strand, but an RNA purine strand will
only tolerate an RNA complement (46). The ps
Hoogsteen-paired DNA duplex (59) is not to be confused
with the aforementioned ps DNA duplex with rWC
pairing (8) or the aps DNA duplex with Hoogsteen
pairing (46). The structures of such ps Hoogsteen-paired
duplexes between the all-purine strand 50-GAAGGAAGA
GAGAAAGGAGG and the all-pyrimidine strand 50-CTT
CCTTCTCTCTTTCCTCC have been modeled for both
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Figure 6. Thermodynamic stabilities of homo-DNA and p-RNA duplexes with antiparallel and parallel orientation of strands. UV-melting curves
for 1:1 mixtures of (A) homo-DNA and (B) p-RNA 16-mers with opposite (top) and equal (bottom) strand polarities. The apparent melting proﬁles
of the duplexes with ps-orientation of strands are due to the temperature-dependent hyperchromicities of the constituting single strands (data not
shown).
6620 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 19DNA and RNA (60). As in the aps WC B-DNA
duplex and in the ps rWC DNA duplex, the average
base pair-backbone inclinations in the Hoogsteen-paired
ps DNA duplex seem to be small, but appear high for
the ps Hoogsteen-paired RNA duplex (coordinates not
available). Unlike in DNA (59) where experimental
evidence has been provided for the isolated existence
of such a ps duplex, more detailed data indicating
formation of an isolated ps Hoogsteen-paired RNA
duplex appear to be lacking to our knowledge. On the
other hand, formation of a ps Hoogsteen-paired duplex
between a homo-pyrimidine RNA strand and a homo-
purine all-Rp-phosphorothioate DNA strand has recently
been demonstrated (61).
Characterizing duplex conformations with gB
In many protein–DNA complexes, the geometry of
the DNA duplex diﬀers from those of the canonical A-
or B-forms (62,63). For example, CAP (catabolite gene
activator protein) induces a 908 kink in the DNA duplex
by binding in the major groove (64), and TBP
(TATA box binding protein) causes unwinding and
bending upon binding in the minor groove of the
TATA box element (65,66). A distinct DNA conformation
with an enlarged major groove and sharing both, features
of A-DNA and B-DNA has been observed in a series
of transcription factor–operator complexes, including
several complexes of Zn-ﬁnger containing proteins
(32,67). DNA wound around the histone proteins in the
nucleosome core particle exhibits various geometries
associated with bending, kinking, groove widening and
narrowing as well as metal ion binding (68). We have
calculated the backbone-base pair inclinations in the
DNA complexes of CAP [(64); NDB code PDR006],
TBP [(65); NDB code PDT012], Zif268, a Zn-ﬁnger
protein [(67); NDB code PDT006] and the nucleosome
core particle [(68); NDB code PD0287]. The results of the
analysis are depicted in Figure 7. In the case of CAP
and TBP, many of the local inclinations lie outside the
standard A-DNA and B-DNA ranges. Strikingly,
the inclinations in the DNA bound by the Zif268
protein are all intermediate between those of A-DNA
and B-DNA, indicating the unique geometry of that
duplex. While this does not provide a suﬃcient quantita-
tive description of a duplex yet, it shows that ZB is
sensitive to subtle conformational changes in duplexes as a
consequence of their interactions with proteins and
constitutes a useful new parameter for describing local
and global helix geometries.
Inclination andthermodynamic stability
The dominance of inter-strand stacking over intra-strand
stacking is one of the hallmarks of nucleic acid
pairing systems with strongly inclined backbones such as
homo-DNA and p-RNA (Figure 4). The earlier observa-
tion for p-RNA that 20-overhanging bases (dangling ends)
enhance the stability of duplexes signiﬁcantly but
40-dangling ends do not (36) can be easily rationalized
with the negatively inclined backbone in this system.
On the other hand, only 60-dangling ends would be
expected to lead to an increase in stability in the
homo-DNA series. To a smaller extent, the inclined
backbone of RNA also leads to diﬀerential stabilization
by 50- and 30-dangling ends, whereby the latter clearly
display increased stability (69–71). Not surprisingly,
the presence of 50- versus 30-dangling ends in DNA
leads to no appreciable diﬀerences regarding stability (72)
as the backbone is not inclined. The backbone
inclination parameter is not only an important determi-
nant of cross-pairing and relative strand polarity,
but it also provides a measure for diﬀerential
increases in the thermodynamic stability of nucleic acid
duplexes.
CONCLUSIONS AND BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE
We have deﬁned a parameter B that characterizes the
inclination between the backbone and base planes in
single-, double- and multi-stranded arrangements of
nucleic acids. We have shown that this inclination is
large in A-form DNA and RNA duplexes (ca.  308) and
that it is absent (ca. 08 on average) in B-form DNA.
Whereas DNA can adopt parallel-stranded (ps) duplexes
with rWC base-pairing, UV-melting studies have provided
evidence that RNA does not. Similarly, the more linear
homo-DNA and p-RNA pairing systems do not form a ps
rWC duplex. The glucopyranose- and ribopyranose-based
oligonucleotides display backbone inclinations of similar
magnitude, but of opposite sign. The larger the backbone-
base inclination in an oligonucleotide system, the
lower its tendency to form a ps (rWC paired) duplex.
This correlation appears to be independent of the various
degrees of coiling inherent to diﬀerent backbone types.
Figure 7. The inclination angle B is sensitive to distortions of the helix
geometry. Base pair-backbone inclinations of duplex DNA in three
transcription factor-DNA operator complexes, Zif268 (red, base pairs
G4-C20 to C9-G15), CAP (green, base pairs A4-T60 to T29-A35),
TBP (blue, base pairs A3-T27 to T10-A20), and the nucleosome core
particle (orange, base pairs T71-A71 to A46-T46). The horizontal lines
at 08 and  308 indicate the average inclination angles observed for
B- and A-form duplexes, respectively. For a diagram depicting the
inclination for all base pairs of the nucleosome core particle DNA
please see the Supplementary Data.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 19 6621Therefore, we can exclude the ps rWC paired duplex as a
possible folding motif in RNA molecules. Further,
oligonucleotides that diﬀer strongly in their relative
backbone-base inclinations will not form aps duplexes
with WC pairing either. For example, homo-DNA
(B=358) and p-RNA (B= 468) strands will not pair,
but RNA (B= 308) and DNA (B=08) pair because
DNA adapts to the inclination of the former. Clearly, the
relative degrees of twisting in the two strands will also
aﬀect their tendency to pair with each other.
By comparison, standard helical parameters such as
(helix axis-base pair) inclination or x- and y-displacement
(shift and slide, respectively) (31) are not reliable
indicators for the pairing behavior of nucleic acids. For
example, in homo-DNA both the backbone-base (B)
and the axis-base inclination () angles are strongly
positive. In the case of RNA, ZB is negative and Z is
positive. Clearly, the positive inclinations between axis
and base planes in both systems cannot serve as a reliable
predictor of cross-pairing. Conversely, the opposite
directions of backbone-base inclination in homo-DNA
and RNA are consistent with the inability of the two
systems to pair with one another.
Why are the chromosomes not composed of two DNA
strands with parallel alignment? Although DNA can in
principle adopt a ps rWC paired duplex, the ps structure
has two main disadvantages compared with the
standard aps one. The ﬁrst disadvantage is its lower
thermodynamic stability as a result of the formation of
only two hydrogen bonds in the rWC G–C base
pair compared with the three in the WC pairing mode.
The second is the larger conformational rigidity of the
ps duplex. The aps duplex features local pseudo-2-fold
rotation axes, oriented normal to the helix axis and
positioned within as well as halfway between the base-pair
planes. In the ps duplex, the geometries of base pairs
are all governed by one and the same global pseudo-2-fold
rotation axis. With the rWC pairing mode, the base
planes in the ps duplex are poised to be roughly
perpendicular to the backbones and the helix axis.
The adoption of a range of conformations as seen in
the case of the aps WC paired arrangement is thus
impossible (i.e. the DNA A-form with a negative
backbone inclination).
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR online
and include UV melting curves for duplexes of
20-OMe-modiﬁed RNA with ps and aps alignments,
backbone-base inclination angles for the complete DNA
in the nucleosome core particle crystal structure, and the
README text for the Inclination program which
provides a detailed description of the input and output
ﬁle formats and the program output for a test structure.
The source code can be compiled on any UNIX or
LINUX machine and can be obtained from the authors
upon request.
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